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 This recently revised edition supplies the latest research and fresh and updated content material,
including:•The completely revised and updated must-have resource to help you turn into a supportive and
assertive advocate for your childIn print for a lot more than twenty years, The Misunderstood Child is
among the most go-to reference lead for groups of children with learning disorders. How exactly to
recognize and address specific disabilities, from dyslexia to sensory integration disorder• Resources, Web
sites, and organizations that may aid the treatment process and provide support for both mother or father
and childFrom the Trade Paperback edition. Extended sections on attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD)• The newest neurological discoveries about how exactly the brain functions in children with
learning disabilities• Insights about other neurological disorders common amongst individuals with
learning disabilities, such as anxiety disorders, obsessive-compulsive behaviors, anger-control problems,
unhappiness, and tic disorders• New info on the genetics of learning disorders•
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Lots of valuable information from psychiatrist, substantial med focus Dr. Silver is a brilliant doctor, and
this book offers many, many useful strategies for parents. No fluff, simply tons of useful and important
info, from an extremely knowledgeable source! Having said that, it's almost 400 web pages, with about
10 point type.I finally put two and two together. Review of the Reserve not the service I have a duplicate
of the previous edition and found it thus helpful that I wanted the 4th edition. So weird, in fact, that I put
in some time (consumer-cynic that I am) checking to observe if Dr. Silver is normally in the pay of
Novartis. The one thing I found was a estimate from him:"They make the child 'normal.'" Larry B. Silver,
"ADHD: Interest Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder and Learning Disabilities: Booklet for the Classroom
Instructor, published by Novartis (making Ritalin), in 1997. This is from a book called "Our Daily Meds:
How the Pharmaceutical Companies Transformed Themselves into Slick Advertising Devices and Hooked
the country on PRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS," by Melody Petersen.The reason why that I appeared up
the bond is this: My version of the book is from 2006, but it's an older book. In addition, it describes MY
misunderstood kid exactly and has already helped me enormously in my own understanding of what it
will take to help my son along with his learning disability. And then involve physical exercises, teaching
differently, etc. Still, the book has been "spot on" for most of the tendencies and characteristics I have
found in lots of of my college students and my very own child and I've found the advice very useful.A
couple of things:* That is a tiny "drain" reference publication, containing a genuine data dump from a
psychiatrist. Dr. I am the mother of a kid (now a grown man) with learning disabilities (encounter has
shown that it's never just one). Great If you want to understand more about kids which have a learning
issue, this is the book. I came out of scanning this book convinced that perhaps I should read books by
teachers, or neurodevelopmental researchers (like Dr. Brock Eide), easily wanted to know more about
learning disabilities.* Plenty and lots and lots of descriptions of ADHD medicines, which I found a bit
weird. Silver can be a professor of psychiatry. I homeschooled for 7 years and am now a certified teacher
for ESE college students. Great reserve for parents or others dealing with learning disabled children I am
no avid reader and clinical books could be real drudgery. I have not read everything yet, but it is simple to
grasp the concepts. Good book even though title is extremely much like other ones.Nowadays, where
15% of American boys are told that they have ADHD, sometimes parents simply want to do just a little
research on the alternatives. I only want that I had come in contact with this book earlier so that I could
possess helped my kid more. Great book Five Stars Great book filled up with so much information. :o) My
Misunderstood Child When I went to purchase this book I found that I could get a Kindle Edition,
therefore i could download and begin reading it instantly - this alone was a huge bonus! I have
recommended this book to others since it is concise, readable and very useful. It is written in simple
English with very great explanations. Especially in even more current years, we're seeing all sorts of new
information regarding how children learn and how the brain develops that might pertain to understanding
learning disabilities.Probably the most enlightening items I have learned up to now is that his poor
behavior is coming from his frustration at not being able to keep up with his classmates and the actual
fact that he idea he was stupid - this is not the case as checks have shown he is an extremely smart kid
who cannot get what he has learned down on paper. Fortunately with the progressive thinking and
technology offered by my son's school, there are various ways to work around this.My son's school
counselor was the main one who recommended this book to me, and We would recommend it to anyone
who wants to understand why the youngster is struggling and really wants to understand how to help
their child to work around the problem in order to be successful at college and in life. Definitely 5 stars!
An excellent book This book explains practically everything about children (and adults) with learning
difficulties and emotional problems, both what can cause them and how to deal with them. Great Book. I
found the prior edition while "subbing" for another ESE instructor years ago. Nevertheless, this books is
usually well written and offer fantastic insight for anybody with a kid with learning disabilities. It is



important to remember that psychiatrists are the doctors who are taught to identify problems, and then, in
modern times, often medicate them. Incidentally, I have been purchasing from Amazon for several years
right now and have never really had a problem - knock on wood! I recommended read for everyone. A
Great place to begin This is a great book for getting a beginning understanding of Learning Disabilities
and developing advocates for you personally child.We love that it is written in way that is not complex for
those who may not have a professional background in education. It offers helped us enormously! I gave
this reserve 4 stars rather than 5 because the author does tend to spend additional time on Put and ADHD.
Awesome book! THANK YOU for this book! It really is outstanding. Now I know how to describe the
proceedings with my daughters! I would suggest it as a reference book, or a publication to become
studied. Every mother or father with a child who's struggling, and every teacher, should read this
publication!
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